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I. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
70 Hours
Design and weave textiles using 4 and 8 harness treadle looms and 16 harness computer
driven loom. Utilizing computer weaving programs, emphasis will be plae on weave structure
thoey to enable the student to conceptualize and create signature fabrics. Integration of the
woven structure with dyeing an surface design processes applied before, during and after
weaving. Exercises to enhance confidence in color and design skills.

Date: September 2002
Course Title: Art Weaving
Course Outline Preparer:

II. COURSE OBJE CTIVES:
4. Interpret weave struction theory of 4 through 16 shaft looms in twill darivation

double weave, satin and unit class weaves, block theory, networking.
5. Design an weave on computer driven AVL Dobby loom
6. Develop a professional portfolio for gallery and/or industry presentation.
7. Plan and weave a project inclUding: the choice of weave structure, fiber, scale,

color that is in an appropriate relationship to the project objective.
8. Demonstrate the mechanics of the loom and related equipment.
9. Evaluate an critique work of textiles for industry and art.
10. Produce a professional portfolio of work that has the development of a

personal style.
11. Create individual weave structures using computer weave programs.

III. COURSE CONTENT:
12. Instruction in designing and drafting traditional weave structures as well as

design theory to produce individual fabric design in woven structure.
13. Introduction to Computer Weave Programs including AVL SwiftWEAVE an

PROWEAVE.
14. Designing and weaving on the 16 harness Dobby Loom both traditionally an

computer driven
15. Drawing and design theory as it relates to weaving, fiber, structure and color.
16. Dyeing and Painting techniques both on and off the loom, including warp

painting, resist, ikat dyeing, stenciling on warp.
17. Instruction in fabric analysis, finishing techniques, methods of production.
18. Developing marketing skills including cost, comparisons, presentation.
19. Field trips and/or guest lectuer is included each semester.
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REQUESTED CREDIT CLASSIFICATION:
Noncre~it (Meets all standards of Title V. Section 55002.)
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